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The Aramaic magic texts from Babylonia, which belong to the end

of the Sasanian period or the late Talmudic period, are now avail-

able in dramatically increased quantities, with about 800 new texts

that have now joined those already published.2 The present paper

is the outcome of work carried out by the present writer on the col-

lection of incantation bowls in the Schøyen Collection, Oslo and

London, but some further unpublished material is quoted from other

sources. It is too early to attempt at this stage a general synthesis

of the texts available, as many of them have not yet been read and

interpreted in a definitive manner. Still, it is possible already at this

stage to single out certain patterns that keep coming up, and some

that are so far unique, and to try to make some sense out of them.

Everything said on the basis of the material so far available is sub-

ject to revision when the full corpus has been properly studied.

I should like to concentrate here on some specifically Jewish mate-

rial in the texts under consideration.3 This may lead us to a dis-

cussion of the relationship between the Jewish themes and the common

syncretistic stock that characterized the popular religion of Sasanian

Babylonia.4 It is quite clear that we are dealing with a type of reli-

gion that does not directly represent any of the established religious

groups. The Jewish magic texts, although they have undeniable

1 This is an expanded version of a paper delivered in 1995 at a conference on
“Magic and magic in Judaism”, held in Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv. Other papers in
this series are Shaked 1997; 1999a; 2002c. A more general presentation of the
material is in Shaked 1999b. Relevant to the theme of this article are also the pub-
lications Shaked 2000a; 2002b.

2 Previously published texts make up not much more than about 100 texts.
3 An edition and a translation of these texts are to be provided in a separate

publication (Shaked, forthcoming). Full documentation, with all the known variants
of any given text, will be listed there.

4 On this point cf. Shaked 1997.



affinities with the liturgy and canon of scriptures of Judaism, have

never been recognized as part of the “legitimate” Jewish literature.

If normative Jewish texts contain magic sections (and they do), they

usually occur in marginal situations and in books which do not have

full canonical standing.5 The same applies to Christian and Mandaean

texts (although the borderline is more difficult to define with the

Mandaean material). While they are not in any sense heretical or

sectarian, they are also not part of mainstream Judaism, Christianity,

Manichaeism or Mandaism. It is impossible to define the notion of

popular religion in the present context except by using such negative

descriptions. By popular religion we do not necessarily mean the

faith and practice of the unlearned or underprivileged layers of sociey.

For all we know, some of the learned and influential were actively

engaged in, and may have zealously promoted, the composition and

copying of magic texts. One can only understand this notion in terms

of the type of worship and belief that was considered unsuitable to

be incorporated into the mainstream order of prayer and study.

The existence of a specifically Jewish stock of themes and motifs

in the magic texts of Late Antiquity has been noticed before. It is

particularly prominent in the Greek magical papyri and amulets,6

and examples for this can also be found in Syriac magic texts.

The Jewish brand of Aramaic, written in Hebrew characters, is a

typical Jewish language. It frequently contains a mixture of Hebrew

phrases with the Aramaic, and makes use of biblical quotations in

the original Hebrew (sometimes, though seldom, in Aramaic para-

phrase). The quotations, while quite faithful to the Hebrew original,

contain spelling variations indicating that they were not normally

copied from a written model but from memory, derived to all appear-

ances from oral recitation.7 It seems possible to establish that Jewish

and Mandaean bowls were written respectively by Jews or Mandaeans,

5 These remarks are not clear-cut. The marginal situations are typically those of
healing and personal distress, which are very close to the magic usage, but there
is a certain amount of sharing of material between “normative” texts and magic
writings.

6 Cf. recently Betz 1997. It is possible to quote Marcel Simon’s formulation: “In
the opinion of the ancients, magic was, as it were, congenital in Israel” (Simon
1996:349).

7 Cf. the striking case of Naveh and Shaked 1985:27, B3, which contains a quo-
tation from Num 10:35 with many deviations from the standard spelling. For com-
ments on the transmission of the spells, cf. Naveh and Shaked 1985:140.
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in other words, by writers well versed in their religious traditions,

often at the order of members of other population groups.8

Several examples may be mentioned for formulae that are evi-

dently derived from Jewish sources but which are not preserved in

the extant Jewish literature. One of these is the frequent allusion to

Joshua ben Pera˙ya, a prominent Talmudic figure (second century

bce), who is said to have initiated the practice of a deed of divorce

served on the demons. The use of the formula of an act of divorce

“that comes from across the sea”, a halakhic construct that was applied

to the situation of the combat against the demons, is another example.9

The occasional use of prayer formulae, like those occurring in the

Jewish prayer book, also betrays the Jewish background of the texts.10

One or two further points are relevant to the present discussion.

The existence of a considerable body of texts that belong to the

genre of Hekhalot literature raises the question of the relationship

between Jewish magic and the early Jewish mystical literature known

as Hekhalot. It is also relevant to the discussion as to the history of

the Hekhalot literature, its place and time. The presence of such

themes in the bowl texts11 shows that the Jewish magical literature

in Babylonia had close affinity with this genre of Jewish literature.

Since the discovery of that text, two other versions of the same for-

mula have come to light in other bowls.12

Of particular interest is the occurrence of mishnaic texts in two

of the incantation bowls. Although some talmudic phrases have

already been noticed in the Jewish Aramaic texts, this is the first

time that a complete text is given, and these are the earliest Mishna

manuscripts known so far.13 Their interest is enhanced by the fact

that they come from Babylonia. The bowls presumably belong to the

late Sasanian period, that is to say, between the fourth and the sev-

enth centuries ce;14 the use of bowls for writing Aramaic incantation

8 The same conclusion is also that of Harviainen 1993.
9 Cf. Shaked 1999a.

10 Further to this point Naveh and Shaked 1985:17f.; Naveh and Shaked 1993:22–31.
11 Cf. Shaked 1995.
12 These are MS 1927/63; 2046. A full publication will be included in Shaked

(forthcoming).
13 The other early attestation of a Mishna text is on a mosaic from Rehob, near

Beit Shean, which is probably later than our bowls; cf. Sussmann 1974, 1975, 1976.
14 The first evidence of a dated bowl (in the sixth century CE) has now come

to light. It will be published separately soon.
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texts seems to have stopped, for some unknown reason, with the

advent of Islam.15 The fact that during that period mishnaic pas-

sages could already serve as a sacred text to be quoted and used

like verses from the Bible adds to the interest of this find. Its use is

even more striking when we consider the fact that it serves not

merely as a sacred text, but as a powerful name.

I. MS 1929/616

1 Bound and sealed are the demons and dèvs and liliths and destruc-

tive spirits

2 and sorcerers and shutting-up spirits and curses and vows and

misfortunes. May you be removed from this

3 house of Adib son of Bat-”abbeta and from the dwelling of

Fra<da>dukh daughter of Mamai, his wife. By the name of:

“The sin-offerings

4 of the congregation and of individuals. These are the sin-offerings

of the congregation: the he-goats offered at the new moons and

at the set feasts17 are to be slaughtered

5 on the north side, and their blood is received in a vessel of min-

istry <on> the north side. Their blood is required to be sprin-

kled by four acts of sprinkling on the four horns (of the altar).

In what manner? The priest goes up the ramp and goes around

6 the circuit. He comes to the south-eastern horn, then to the north-

eastern, then to the north-western, and then to the south-west-

ern. The residue of the blood he would

7 pour over the southern base. The offerings were consumed within

the curtains, by males of the priestly stock, and cooked for food

in any fashion during that day and night until midnight”.18

15 Some bowls written in Arabic in the early Islamic period and now kept at the
British Museum have come to light.

16 All numbers with the prefix MS denote bowls in the Schøyen Collection, Oslo
and London.

17 Cf. Num 28:15, 22, 30; 29:5, 11, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 38.
18 Mishna Zeba˙im 5:3. The English version of Danby 1933 has been used with

slight modifications.
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II. MS 2053/170

1 . . . evil thing. Healing from heaven . . .

2 . . . and the house . . .

3 . . . by the seal of . . . not . . . in . . .

4 . . . lfa (?), his wife. By the name of: “The burnt offering [is (in)

the holy of ho]lies. It [is slaught]ered in the no[rth and its blood

is received in a vessel of ] offering

5 in the north. Its blood requires t[w]o sacrificial gifts [that are

fou]r, and they require stripping (of the skin) and dis[membering]

and whole-offering [in fire]”.19 . . . Amen, Selah,

6 Hallelujah.

The name of the client is not visible in the badly preserved Bowl

II, but it could well be the same as that of Bowl I. The same client,

Adib son of Bat-Shabbeta, is the owner of a third bowl, which may

have been written by the same hand (this is uncertain), and which

shares a few other peculiarities with this bowl.20 The importance of

this text from our present point of view is that it makes use of a

non-biblical authoritative Jewish text. The text is quoted here per-

haps not as a Mishna passage, but probably from the Jewish liturgy;

it figures even today as part of the morning service.21 Its earliest

attestation seems to be in the Seder of Rav 'Amram Ga"on (9th cen-

tury ce).22 The text is associated with the sacrifice service in the

Temple. It reflects the fact that worship in the synagogue is based

on a re-enactment of the sacrifices performed in the Jerusalem Temple.

Its occurrence in this magic context shows that one of the most pow-

erful symbols of Jewish sanctity, the Temple, is used as a weapon

19 Mishna Zeba˙im 5:4.
20 Moussaieff 108; see Appendix, Text IIa. Some of the features that are com-

mon are: the quotation of a sacred text with the introductory formula “By the
name of ” (be-“um), as if the text were a powerful name to be invoked; this is very
unusual in other bowl texts (perhaps unique to these two bowls); the fact that the
spell, after a brief introduction stating the purpose of the formula, consists solely
of quotations, with no other magic formula added.

21 Cf. for example Baer 1937:50f.
22 Cf. Albeck 1956, Seder qoda“im, 9; Encyclopaedia Judaica II:891ff. Cf. Goldschmidt

1971, p. dalet; an English translation is in Hedegård 1951:6, 16. The history of the
text of 'Amram Ga"on’s prayer-book is rather complicated and somewhat debat-
able, but it may be assumed that by the ninth century CE the text of Zeba˙im 5
had been incorporated in the normative order of prayer. Our Aramaic bowl may
suggest that this was already the case in the sixth century, if not earlier.
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against the onslaught of the demons. It was readily available to a

Jewish sorcerer presumably because he was in the habit of reciting

it daily. It may be pointed out that another Mishna text used in the

Jewish liturgy occurs in a magical manuscript; this is Shabbat 2:7,

contained in a mediaeval book of magic from the Cairo Geniza.23

Two further points may be made. Who are the clients of this

bowl, and what can we deduce from their names? The suggestion

that they were Jewish, Christian, or pagan should be considered.

The man is called Adib (Adyab?, Adayyab?); this is not an Iranian

name, and may be of Arabic origin. His mother’s name is clearly

Aramaic with a Jewish-Christian association, Bat-”abbeta, “daugh-

ter of the Sabbath”. One cannot exclude the possibility that the man

and his mother were Jewish, but these names and, in particular, the

name-pattern of the mother’s name, are not otherwise attested for

Jews. The name of his wife and her mother are Persian: *Fradadukh.24

It is possible to assume, with a certain degree of probability, as has

been done for the majority of the Jewish bowls,25 that the bowl could

have been manufactured for non-Jewish clients. The family in ques-

tion may represent a mixed Persian-Semitic household, a situation

often encountered among the clients of incantation bowls at this

period. Onomastics, however, cannot be a safe guide to the ethnic

or religious affiliation of individuals, because we do not know to

what extent Persian or Semitic names were used by members of the

various linguistic and religious communities. The name Bat-”abbeta

has a chance of being Christian rather than Jewish, as names based

on the days of the week, and in particular Sabbath and Sunday,

seem to have been common among Christians of the period.26

The other point concerns the structure of this incantation. The

text is rather unusual in that it has two clearly distinguishable parts.

23 Cf. Naveh and Shaked 1993:193, 206 (G18:11) for that text and some further
comments.

24 Written prdwk, perhaps to be read alternatively Farra-dukh, *Paridukh, *Frayàd-
dukh, or *Pìr-dukh. For the reading Fràdadukh cf. the well-attested names Fràda,
Fràdad-xwarra, etc., Justi 1895:101; for Frayàd-dukh, cf. Justi 1895:101 ff., s.v.
Frahàta; Gignoux 1986, No. 373 (where Gignoux reads Frahàd, though it seems
better to read Frayàd “help, assistance”); for Pìr-dukh cf. Gignoux 1986, No. 770.

25 Cf. Naveh and Shaked 1985:18.
26 Cf. the names Bar-”abba (e.g. Hoffmann 1880:270, where it is transcribed Bar

”abbè), Bar-Óad-be-”abba (e.g. Hoffmann 1880:49, 115).
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An introduction, contained in Part I, sets out the purpose of the

spell: to protect the household from the threats presented by vari-

ous demons. These threats are not defined in more detail, and we

may take it that they refer to health hazards. The introduction also

specifies the names of the persons for whom the spell was prepared.

The main part of the spell (Part II) consists of only one magic

“name”, a name that happens to be a long quotation from the Mishna

or from a liturgical text. The spell text breaks off abruptly at the

end of the Mishna. We could normally expect a further part or parts,

where some additional elaboration of the spell might occur. This

could contain a repetition of some of the elements contained in Part

I, or a further adjuration of the powers, and perhaps a proper con-

clusion, with words such as “Amen, Amen, Selah” or the like, that

are often employed at the ending of spells. In contrast to most other

bowl texts, the formula stops here.

This structure constitutes a departure from the majority of texts,

although there are no strict rules about structure and length in the

spell texts. Some texts can run to considerable length, with many

repetitions, or they may contain several model-formulae combined

in a string, while others are quite short. The way in which different

formulae are put together in a single text should be the object of a

separate study, which has not yet been undertaken. One has the

feeling, though, that a long text can evolve out of a fairly free jux-

taposition of separate elements, that are used like building blocks.

The present text is not typical in that it is based on a single theme

and in being rather abrupt. We may indeed wonder whether this

special style has a significance. Since this text is so far unique, it is

difficult to comment further on its style.

Another spell formula, so far without parallels, may be quoted. It

serves a purpose not often served by bowls: it is designed for gain-

ing popularity and favour with people in general and with people

in a position of high power and authority in particular. This aim of

magic activity becomes quite popular in the mediaeval period; a

large number of amulets and spell formulae from the Cairo Geniza

are dedicated to this purpose. In Late Antiquity, however, this theme

is seldom attested. The most prominent single purpose of spells in

Late Antiquity is to help with health problems, while social or eco-

nomic motives are much less conspicuous.
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III. MS 1927/2

1 'Aniel, answer her,27 i.e. Mahdukh daughter of Ispendarmed;

Michael, teach (her) by a visitation (?);28 Hadariel, clothe her with

glory; Karmiel, clothe her with mercy;29 Ziviel, add your splen-

dour to Mahdukh daughter of Ispendarmed.

2 Wa˙i, Ya˙u“, . . ., Ya˙u“, yhwh Sabaoth, 'Ipuzrael, Zartael, Qanael,

Qantael: You, holy angels, who are appointed over the shape of

the countenance of a person, and who give that person grace

and love: put

3 grace in Mahdukh daughter of Ispendarmed in the eyes of all

those who see her and gaze at her. May she speak and be heard,

may she come to trial and win it, may she ask and take (that

which she has asked for), may she say (something) and be lis-

tened to. By the name of Ruspa, Sal†a, ˇum"a.
4 This magic act is for reviving . . . of Mirdukh daughter of Mamai,

of Gu“nazdukh daughter of Mama, of Burzanai, Gu“nazdad and

Bustai sons of Mirdukh, of Zebina and 'Abda sons of Gu“nazdukh,

5 so that their eyes should not be torn open (?) . . . Namuel, Laqo†e.
(By that which) was said (in the scripture): “And may he find

grace and good understanding in the eyes of God and man”

(Prov 3:4). This is the mystery that Zarpiel,

6 the prince of the countenance, revealed to Moses . . . all the mys-

teries, when he ascended Mount Sinai, and the people of Israel

asked that his eyes be filled30 with love. They said

7 to him: “O Son of Amram! May they be filled by our love! We

shall (then) hold you and fulfil your desire. For our soul is smashed

within yours, and our spirit within

8 your splendour”. So you too, Zarpiel the angel, give grace to

Óilion31 daughter of Ispendarmed in the eyes of all those who

see her and gaze at her.

27 ytyh is the form of the third person masculine singular.
28 The translation is doubtful.
29 Many of the requests here are based on a play of sounds. With Karmiel this

would work only if we assume that the name Karmiel is here a corruption of
Ra˙miel.

30 The translation is uncertain. The verb may be taken to be from the root kwl,
which means, among other things “to contain, have within it”. Cf. the phrase my†ly
dlmykl ml’kyn qdy“yn “covers which are for encompassing holy angels” (Mont-
gomery 1913, No. 4:1, and Sokoloff 2002:559). In line 8 we may assume an ellip-
tical expression: yk(w)lw <'ynyk> br˙myn.

31 One might have expected here lmhdwk, as in line 1.
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9 By the name of two mysteries, one of desire and the other of

burning.32 May that (mystery) of burning turn for her to good

10 and not to evil, and may that (mystery) of desire (also) turn for

her to good and not to evil. And by four

11 mysteries that stand over the division of the sky.

In a separate section, close to the outer rim:

12 Burzanai, Gu“nazdad and Bustai sons of Mirdukh

13 and Zebina and 'Abda sons of Gu“nazdukh.

There are several difficulties in the interpretation of this text, but it

is remarkable for a number of reasons. It contains an otherwise

unknown midrash concerning Moses, a midrash based on a dialogue

in which Moses took part when he went up Mount Sinai. Unlike

some of the other legends told about Moses, however, this is not a

conversation conducted with the angels or God, but one between

the people of Israel and Moses, where they ask him to plead on

their behalf to gain favour with God. The midrashic historiola draws

on the analogy of this story for the purpose of the spell: the client

of the amulet seeks to gain favour with the people around.

The incantation consists of four parts:

Part I presents a group of angels and their functions, with a strong
emphasis on those functions that have to do with the ultimate pur-
pose of the amulet, namely, to acquire good-will and popularity for
the client. The functions of the angels are usually related to them by
verbal associations, by way of etymology or pseudo-etymologies.33 This
section may well have existed independently of the amulet.

Part II consists of a direct appeal to a group of angels who are
requested to grant the client her desire.

Part III contains the legendary story of Moses. The theme of the
amulet is presented indirectly by the words of the people of Israel to
Moses.

Part IV, the final part, makes again an appeal to the angel Zarpiel,
with a similar request.

32 For “y˙’ and “gr’ cf. Montgomery 1913, bowl 28:4 (reading according to
Epstein 1921:55): ‘d dny“tw˙n wny“tbb btr ’˙t [bt nb’zk b“yg]r[’] wyb“y˙’h
wbrzy r˙mth.

33 It is possible that the name Karmiel, which carries no association with what
follows, is a corruption from *Ra˙miel, see above, note 29.
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The text is based on angel names taken from the Jewish tradition,

on a quotation from the Hebrew Bible, and on a legend connected

with Moses, which may well derive from a lost Jewish source, prob-

ably oral, like the rest of the midrashic literature. We may again

raise the question of the identity of the clients. They could easily be

non-Jews of Persian or Semitic stock. It is typical of many Meso-

potamian bowls that the names of the women are Persian, while the

names of at least some of the men in the same family are Semitic.

This observation is not based on an exhaustive study of the names

on bowls, but it may indicate a peculiar situation of cross marriages

between Semites and Persians. It could alternatively indicate a fash-

ion for Persian names in the Babylonian population.

The Persian names in this particular text are connected with

notions derived from the Zoroastrian tradition. The name Màhdukh

denotes “daughter of the Moon”, a Zoroastrian deity; her mother’s

name, Ispendarmed, is that of the Zoroastrian deity of the earth,

Spenta Àrmati. Gu“nazdukh signifies “the daughter of Gu“nasp”;

the latter is a venerable name in Zoroastrian history. The name of

her mother, Mamai, is a Persian term of endearment for “mother”.

Among the other names, Burzanai is a Persian name that signifies

“high”, “elevated”. Gu“nazdad, *Gu“nasp-dàd, “created by Gu“nasp”,

is another typically Zoroastrian name. The name Bòstai (or Khwàstai?)
is more difficult to interpret. Khwàstai may be explained as a fond

form from the word Khwàst, “desired, wanted”; if the reading Bòstai

is correct, it could be a shortened form of Bòstàn “a garden”. Mirdukh

is probably Mihrdukh, “daughter of the deity Mihr” (or, in his older

form, Mithra). Zebina and 'Abda are two Semitic names that are

almost synonymous in sense. Both can denote something like “slave”,

a person bought for money, and may indicate piety in whatever reli-

gious tradition, if the names are shortened from theophoric names

which signify “slave of . . .”. A preponderance of Iranian names is

at any rate evident.

Another Jewish Aramaic bowl that deserves to be analyzed in this

context belongs to a lady who left us a whole archive of bowls made

at her command. Her name is Màhdukh (a Persian name signifying

“daughter of the Zoroastrian Moon-deity”) daughter of Nèwàndukh

(Persian: “daughter of the brave, of the valiant”). The translation is

as follows:
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IV. MS 1927/8

1 By your name I act, great

2 holy one. May there be healing from heaven to Mahdukh daugh-

ter of

3 Newandukh. May she be healed and protected from all spirits,

from all blast-demons and harmful beings

4 that exist in the world. By the name of Yah, King of all kings

of kings, Raphael, Mi†al Milas, who are appointed over the

smiting

5 of evil spirits: the spirit that lies among the graves, the spirit

that lies among the roofs, the spirit that lies in the body, the

head,

6 the temples, the ear, and the sockets of the eyes of Mahdukh

daughter of Newandukh, and the spirit whose name is Agag

daughter of Baroq daughter of Baroqta daughter of

7 Naqor daughter of Namon, daughter of the evil eye. They call

you the Blinding one, the Shaker (?),34 the Blind one; they call

you the Lame one, they call you the Itchy one, they call you

the Crushed one.

8 I adjure you, you, evil spirit, [who met Rabbi Óanina ben

Dosa], and at that time Rabbi Óanina ben Dosa said to her

the verse

9 that is written: “You make darkness [and it becomes night, a

time at which] all the animals of the forest creep” (Ps 104:20).

Again I adjure you, and again I beswear you, you, evil spirit,

that you should not go or become to Mahdukh daughter of

Newandukh, either

10 a companion by night or a companion by day or by night. [If

you go] and pursue the body, head, temples, ear, thigh, and

sockets of the eye of Mahdukh daughter of Newandukh, you,

[evil spirit]

11 [you will be banned and broken and set apart just as] mighty

cities were broken, against whom Nura"el, Raphael and Michael

were sent. By the name of Yah Yah, “yhwh mighty in battle”

(Ex 15:3). yhwh is his name. “yhwh

34 m†ryt’ is perhaps from the root †ry.
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12 [mighty and strong, yhwh mighty in battle” (Ex 15:3). The Lord

reigns,] the Lord reigned, [“the Lord] shall reign for ever and

for ever” (Ex 15:18). [Magic words]

13 [Magic words]

14 [Magic words]

This spell consists of several distinct parts:

I A general address (line 1).

II The purpose of the invocation: to heal the client from all

the harmful spirits that are in the world.

III The names of the individual spirits or groups of spirits that

cause damage to the health of the person in question. Some

of these names, or nicknames, are peculiar to this spell (or

rather to this group of spells).

IV This is the backbone of the spell: a historiola, a little mag-

ical story, concerning a Talmudic sage, Rabbi Óanina ben

Dosa, who met an evil spirit. The evil spirit is addressed

in the feminine gender (perhaps because the word for spirit,

ru˙a in Aramaic, is feminine) and quoted a powerful verse

that was meant to divest her of her power.

V An invocation against the evil spirit, spoken by the prac-

titioner, who follows the model of Rabbi Óanina ben Dosa.

VI Some additional verses quoted, and some nomina barbara.

The Jewish character of the spell is incontestable. It is based on a

midrash-story involving a well-known talmudic sage, Rabbi Óanina

ben Dosa, a Tanna of the first century ce. The only patently non-

Jewish element in the text is the name of the client which is, as we

have seen, Persian.

The figure of Rabbi Óanina ben Dosa has attracted considerable

scholarly attention.35 One of the prominent features of his personal-

ity in the Tannaitic and Amoraic literature consists of the fact that

a large number of wonder stories are connected with his person.

They involve healing, the ability to bring rain, the ability to stop

the plague, miraculous far-sightedness, miraculously fast journeys.

These are coupled with accounts of great piety and voluntary poverty.

He is characterized as one of the last of the “men of praxis” (an“e

35 Cf. especially Sarfatti 1957; Hyman 1964:481–484; Vermes 1975:178–214;
Urbach 1979:109–110; Freyne 1980; Bokser 1985; Safrai 1985:135ff.; Bar-Ilan
1995:19–21.
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ma'a≤e), an obscure expression that refers to holy men of extraordi-

nary powers. One of the hyperbolic expressions about him says that

a heavenly voice proclaimed: “The whole world is nourished through

the existence of my son, Óanina ben Dosa, but my son, Óanina,

finds sufficiency in eating one qab of carobs from one sabbath eve

to the other”.36

Some stories make him an associate of angels.37 It is possible to

interpret this figure, and other Talmudic figures like him, as being

used in the rabbinic sources mostly in order to demonstrate God’s

power, as Urbach is inclined to do.38 It is equally legitimate to regard

the stories as demonstrating the idea that certain exceptional men

in the Talmudic period were considered to possess powers beyond

the ordinary, powers that were given to them because of their great

piety and intimate relationship to God and to the angels. Bokser

(1985) tried to differentiate between the treatment of some of these

stories in Palestinian and Babylonian sources. The emphasis on the

virtuoso power of Óanina ben Dosa seems to be more prominent

in the latter than in the former, in line with the general difference

between the two Talmuds. Bokser tries to account for this contrast

by assuming a difference in the status of rabbis as part of more gen-

eral social phenomena, but it is doubtful whether this can account

for the problem. We do know that magic practices were as much

in evidence in Palestine as in Babylonia.39 Bokser may have tried to

read too much into literary differences, assuming as a matter of

course that they reflect a contrast in real life, but this may not be

warranted.

The story in our bowl concerns an encounter of Óanina ben Dosa

with an unnamed evil spirit, and the dialogue between them, in

which Óanina chides the spirit away by quoting an appropriate bib-

lical verse. This version of the story seems like a shortened allusion

to what might have possibly been a more elaborate exchange of

words between the sage and the female demon. It is extremely pop-

ular in the magic bowls, appearing as it does in well over ten texts.

Although the story as told here is unknown from Talmudic litera-

ture, the Babylonian Talmud carries a related story: 

36 Bavli Ta'anit 24b.
37 ”ir ha-”irim Rabba 1:4.
38 Cf. Urbach 1979:104, and throughout chapter 6 of his book.
39 See Naveh and Shaked 1993:20–22.
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A man should not go out alone at night, either on the eves of
Wednesdays or on the eves of Sabbaths, because Agrat bat Ma˙lat,
she (herself ) together with one hundred and eighty thousand injurious
angels, go out (on those nights), and each one of them separately has
the authority to cause damage on their own.

Originally, they were out and about every day, but once she (Agrat
bat Ma˙lat) encountered Rabbi Óanina ben Dosa, and said to him:
Were it not for the fact that there is a proclamation about you in
heaven, “Be careful with Óanina and his learning!”, I would be caus-
ing you trouble.

Óanina said to her: If I am valued in heaven, I decree against you
that you should never pass through an inhabited place.

She said to him: By your favour, allow me a little space. He there-
upon allowed her Sabbath eves and Wednesday eves.40

This is an etiological story. According to popular belief two nights

in the week are particularly dangerous, and the story of Óanina ben

Dosa provides the fictional background to this faith. At the same

time, however, it seems clear that a theme associated with the figure

of Óanina ben Dosa was that he had mysterious encounters with a

female demon, or with more than one such demon, and that he had

the power to curb their activity. This is the common denominator

between the two stories.

A story of another encounter of this same sage with an evil spirit

occurs in a late rabbinical source:

There is a story that occurred with R. Óanina ben Dosa. He went
down to bathe in a cave, and then some Kutheans came and placed
a big stone at the entrance to the cave, but certain spirits came and
rolled it away. When an evil spirit took possession of a poor woman
in the neighbourhood of R. Óanina ben Dosa, his disciples said to
him: Rabbi, look at how this poor woman is tormented by an evil
spirit. R. Óanina said to the spirit: Why do you torment this daugh-
ter of Abraham? The spirit replied: Is it not you who went down to
bathe in a cave, [and . . ], and then I came with my brothers and the
family of my father, and we rolled it [= the stone] away. Is this the
way you reward me for the favour I rendered you? He said to her: I
decree . . .41

40 Bavli Pesa˙im 112b.
41 The story ends abruptly at this point. (R. Judah berabbi Kalonimos 1963:438;

cf. Bar-Ilan 1995:19f.).
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The version of the story quoted in this mediaeval source is strongly

abbreviated. It deliberately skips parts of the direct speech of the

two parties. It has been suggested that despite the late source in

which this story is quoted it has a chance of being an early story

that was excised from the talmudic literature.42 For our purpose, we

notice again a variant on the theme of the encounter of Rabbi

Óanina ben Dosa. Here he tries to restrict the power of the female

spirit, but has to contend with the argument that he is in debt to

the spirit. We do not know the final part of the story, which may

have ended in a compromise, as in the preceding text from Pesa˙im.

The R. Óanina ben Dosa story with its different variants recalls

a very popular historiola of later Jewish magic, where the person who

goes out and meets a terrifying female demon is the Prophet Elijah,

who enquires of the demon’s business and when he finds out that

she is going to kill a woman in childbirth and strangle her baby, he

casts a spell against her. That story seems like a composite of the

theme of the encounter of the holy man with a female demon with

another theme, that of the baby-snatching and baby-killing witch.43

It is not easy to tell whether the figure of R. Óanina ben Dosa was

grafted on a story that was originally associated with Elijah the

Prophet, or whether these are two independent versions of a simi-

lar story. Ultimately it makes little difference.44

The historiolae in these spells can be regarded as foundation-myths,

giving as they do the mythical precedents for the procedures fol-

lowed by the spell. Narrating them is part of the spell itself: the nar-

ration is supposed to bring about the desired effect. The act of

reciting these stories causes them to be re-enacted. It re-establishes

the power that was brought to bear on a difficult situation by a

mighty saint, a great hero of magic, like R. Óanina ben Dosa. There

is a certain analogy between the telling of the stories and the recita-

tion of the details of the temple sacrifice in the daily service of the

synagogue, which is also borrowed as a magical device in Text I

above. Talking of the temple sacrifice brings it to life and makes it

42 Cf. Safrai 1985:133–154; 1990:1–7.
43 Cf. Naveh and Shaked 1985:118f. The text was originally edited in Shachar

1971, Nos. 2,3,4. A recent discussion is in Yassif 1985:63–71.
44 An essay in comparing the stories of Óanina ben Dosa and other an“e ma'a≤e

(“men of praxis”) with those of the early prophets is made by Sarfatti 1957.
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present, whether this is done in the liturgy or in magic. No nega-

tive power can stand against the power inherent in the holiness of

the Temple. No impure spirit can pursue its aim when the story of

the holy man is invoked.

Some of the allusions in the bowls concern King Solomon, who

is known to have been a favourite figure for stories of associations

with supernatural beings. With him is connected the cycle of stories

about Ashmedai. A cryptic allusion to a piece of magical lore that

is otherwise lost is contained in the following text:

V. MS 1927/9

1 May there be healing from heaven to Mahdukh

2 daughter of Newandukh. ”ekobit ”ekobanita, who snatches sons

away from women,

3 roasts them and drinks of their fat, daughter of ˇasat Lilita. Shut

yourself away from Mahdukh daughter

4 of Newandukh. Do not drink of her fat, do not knead it together

with your blood. Turn back on your path just as the primordial

demon turned back,

5 the one who was at the time of King Solomon son of David. If

you do not turn back from your path, I shall cast you to the

axe that has cut the log at the place of 45 all the Dudman

6 demons.46 By the name of Yukson, Yukson, be strong and reliant.

O Dudman demons, accept this charm of ours and take away

the evil spirit from the entrails of this Mahdukh daughter of

7 Newandukh, and (remove) your shape from her front. The shape

of the maiden, the daughter of fornication, sits in the sand (?),47

I smashed (?) (it) in the presence of the demon and the male

’wdns’ (?), and she raises also the daughter of ˇasat Lilita.

8 Go away, move away, be rebuked, go out, leave, be banished,

pass away, go up, be off, move out of Mahdukh daughter of

Newandukh, from her house, from her dwelling, from her . . .,

from her grandsons,

45 Or: “after, in the manner of ” (?). This translation would be based on the
assumption that ’tr equals b’tr.

46 The translation of this phrase is not entirely certain. The text seems to allude
to a story that is unknown to us. Dudman, which is used here like a proper name,
is probably derived from the Persian word dùdmàn “family”.

47 Or: “in vinegar” (?).
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9 from her great-grandsons, and from the 66 limbs of her body.

May she be healed by the mercy of heaven from this day and

for ever, in speed and and in the shortest time. Amen Amen

Selah. May Mahdukh daughter of Newandukh be sealed and

doubly sealed

10 with regard to all evil things, all idols, no-good-ones, yarors, evil

pebble-spirits, malicious spirits. By the name of the Lord, Yehoya,

Yehoya is his great and exalted name. Gil Yagil [nomina barbara].

11 [. . .] “This is my name for ever and this is my remembrance

for generation after generation” [Ex 3:15]. Yah Yah Yah Yah

Yah Yah yyy is his blessed name [. . .] for ever (?). And say:

[“The Lord bless you and keep you. The Lord make his face

shine upon you] and be gracious unto you. [The Lord lift up

his countenance towards you and give you peace”] [Num 6:24–26 ].

The allusion in line 5 may be to a story concerning demons, which

might have been in some details similar to that in which a prophet,

Isaiah, was hiding in a tree and being cut in two by the king’s men:

“Elijah took twelve stones”—this is what was said by God to Israel:
“Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my foot-rest” (Is 66:1). This
verse was spoken by prophecy at the end of Isaiah’s prophethood.
When was that? At the time of Menasseh. When Menasseh introduced
an idol into the Temple, Isaiah started to speak prophecies to Israel,
saying: “Why do you boast of this house that you built for me? As
neither the superior nor the inferior (parts of the universe) hold me,
do I need this house that you have built for me? What is the house
that you should build for me? (cf. Is 66 ). Nebuchadnezzar will surely
come up, destroy it and drive you into exile!” Menasseh thereupon
was filled with anger against him and told (his people): “Catch him!”.
They hurried after him to catch him, but he ran away and the carob-
tree opened itself and swallowed him. Rabbi Isaac son of Óanina son
of Papa son of Isaac said: “He brought carpenters and (bade them)
saw the carob tree. Blood was spilling (out of the tree). This is (the
sense) of the verse: “Menasse spilt so much innocent blood that he
filled Jerusalem full to the brim” (2 Kings 21:16 ). Is this thing possi-
ble? No, but he killed Isaiah, who was the equal of Moses, with whom
(God) spoke “face to face”, as it is written: “I speak to him face to
face” (Nu 12:8 ).48

It is conceivable that there existed a story concerning certain demons

who hid in a log and who were cut in two by an axe. A somewhat

similar story is known from the Zoroastrian tradition concerning

48 Pesiqta Rabbati, ed. Ish-Shalom, Parasha 4, section beginning: Wayyiqqa˙ Eliyyahu.
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Jam“èd,49 who had committed a sin and tried to escape punishment

by hiding in a tree. The place where the demons are to be cut up

is specified as that of the Dudman demons, who, I suggest, are a

group called by the Persian word for “family”.50 The demons in this

culture are regularly grouped in families and tribes; cf., for exam-

ple, the constant reference to the family and companions of the

demons in the Hekhalot-type incantation.51

Another allusion where we miss the background is one in which

“mighty cities” that were broken is mentioned; cf. Text IV, quoted

above, line 11. The way these cities are alluded to suggests that their

story was quite familiar to the milieu of the writer. The story of the

three angels Nura"el, Raphael and Michael sent against the cities

could be a midrashic amplification of the story of Sodom and Gomorrah

in the Bible, or a different narrative.

An otherwise lost midrash seems also to lie at the background of

the following text:

VI. MS 2053/183

14 I adjure you and beswear you, you, O evil spirit, and (evil)

encounters and no-good ones and demons and yarods and error-

spirits and idols and complaint-spirits and imaginings. By the

name of the great Yahoq Yahoq,

15 who pushed his chariot over the Sea of Reeds, (I adjure you)

that you may move away and flee and change your place and

remove yourselves and go out and be annulled [and be sealed

away] from Mihranahid daughter of A˙at, known as Ku†us,

from the two hundred and fifty-two limbs that she has, from

the two hundred and six (?) limbs of

16 her body, and may she be healed by heaven from this day and

for ever, swiftly and at a near period of time. By the name of

the great Yah, yhwh Sabaoth, sanctified and exalted over the

elevated and lofty throne.52

49 Cf. Christensen 1934:73–74.
50 Cf. the bowl in the Schøyen Collection, MS 2053/175:6–7 and parallel texts.
51 Cf. Moussaieff Bowl 6, published and translated in Shaked 1995:211–216 [note

however that in line 20, the word read dytqyk should read dwtqyk and trans-
lated: “your family”, from Middle Persian dùtak, dùdag].

52 The quotation given here is from a composite text. The first part of the text
contains the story of Óanina ben Dosa, as in Text IV above.
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There are a number of points that are worth making with regard

to this text. God is here mentioned by the peculiar name Yahoq

Yahoq, or, if transliterated as it is written in Hebrew characters,

yhwq repeated twice. The transliteration shows that we probably

have a deliberate play on the sequence of letters that constitute the

tetragrammaton, yhwh. It is this person who is said to have pushed

his chariot53 over the Red Sea. This presumably alludes to a midrashic

tale that may have explained how the Egyptians initially hesitated

whether they should enter the Red Sea in pursuit of the Israelites,

but then became bold when they saw the chariot of yhwq yhwq
being pushed across the sea. A similar notion underlies Ex. 15:1.

Apart from the crumbs of legendary Jewish lore that the bowls

contain, there is one other aspect of Jewish relevance in some of

these texts. We of course would like to get as much information as

possible about the practitioners who wrote these texts, and to know

to what extent they may have been lay people or members of the

religious and intellectual elite, represented mainly by the rabbis. The

information provided by the texts on bowls is very scanty, and we

may have to wait before some more concrete information turns up.

That ambivalent feelings were often expressed among the rabbis con-

cerning magical practices54 does not tell us much about their atti-

tude with regard to texts such as we have on bowls. They are

“magical” in our classification, but they may not have been seen in

the same light by the sages of the Talmud, who could have regarded

them as inoffensive acts of healing or even as acts of piety.

A few people with the title “rabbi” come up in the texts. In one

of the bowls there is a client by the name of Rav A˙ma son of

A˙at.55 Another person carrying such a title is Rav Ma˙lafa son of

Khwardukh.56 On a Palestinian amulet we have the name Rabbi

El'azar son of Esther.57 None of these names is familiar to us from

any other source, but it may be assumed that the title Rav or Rabbi

was not used lightly in the period under consideration. The bowl

53 The language of the text is very pithy and may be elliptical. It is thus possible
to explain the possessive pronoun as referring not to yhwq yhwq but to Pharaoh,
although the latter is not mentioned in the text.

54 Cf. Urbach 1979:97 and further on in chapter VI.
55 Schøyen Collection, bowl No. MS 1927/49.
56 Schøyen Collection, MS 2053/222.
57 Cf. Naveh and Shaked 1985, A3.
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texts avoid, as a rule, honorific titles; the social position of the per-

son seems to be irrelevant to them. The rare occurrence of the title

‘Rav’ is therefore all the more striking. It may be surmised that some

other clients on amulets and bowls may have belonged to the group

called rabbis, but that the title was left out. We should recall that

clients are mentioned not with their patronymics, which were the

standard way of identifying people socially, but are only identified

by their mother’s name, a much more private and intimate mode

of identifying a person, one which may have been particularly use-

ful in polygamous families—and the society of this period was famil-

iar with sporadic polygamy. I tend to explain the predilection for

using the matronym in Jewish magical texts, as well as in liturgical

texts for healing a sick person, by recalling the custom widespread

in many cultures of invoking the mother in contexts of great emo-

tional stress, hence more particularly in blessings, expressions of ter-

ror, and curses. This usage is not restricted to Jewish texts. It is also

prevalent in Christian and pagan texts of the period.

Apart from these rabbis there is one other figure that gets the title

of rabbi. That is Rav Yosef ”eda,58 known also from the Talmud,59

where however he is not endowed with the title Rav. For all we

know, he is a fictitious figure.

One curious case of a person with a rabbinical title that has come

up in one of the bowls is Rav A˙a bar Rav Huna, where both the

person himself and his father carry the title of Rav. The text of the

bowl in question is badly faded, and at first it was not clear what

his function was in the text. Closer reading made it clear that he

does not figure as a client or a practitioner, but as what may be

termed an innocent bystander:

VII. MS 1928/49

1 . . .

2 . . . demons, dèvs, afflictions and satans, from the four . . . borders,

3 and in the eight corners. In the external border . . . Adai son of

Dukrai, and the other

58 Schøeyn Collection, MS 1928/43.
59 Bavli Eruvin 43a; Pesa˙im 110a.
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4 border is the house of Rabi son of Bara“ . . ., [and the other

bord]er is the house of Rav A˙a

5 son of Rav Huna, and the other border is . . . Sealed is

6 this house by the name of Anparimta (?) . . . . from this

7 ’yprst rmrst . . . this other

8 . . .

The writing is largely washed off, and yet it is clear that a famous

name of the Babylonian Talmud figures in this text. Rav A˙a bar

Rav Huna, who is called in exactly the same form and with the

same two honorific titles, is quoted about twelve times in various

tractates of the Talmud. He comes up in this bowl not as a sor-

cerer or owner of the bowl, but merely as the landlord of a house

adjacent to that of the client, and his property helps in delineating

the borders of the land to be magically protected by the bowl. The

text, which is unique in specifying the borders of a land property in

this manner, is of great historical interest. Rav A˙a bar Rav Huna

was a contemporary of Rava and of Rav Óisda, which means that

he flourished in the fourth century ce. We know that his son’s name

was Rava. If this is the person mentioned in our text, we can date

the bowl to the fourth century. Unfortunately we have no informa-

tion about the place of his activity, or, for that matter, about the

exact location where the bowl was discovered.

We have no way of establishing the authenticity of pottery ves-

sels, apart from certain considerations of form as used by archaeol-

ogists. The form of the vessels is simple enough, and a modern

imitation is not difficult to make. The writing is a different matter.

It takes considerable skill to compose a text that would have the

shape of letters, the appearance of the ink, and the style of inscrip-

tion as found on authentic bowls. Skilful forgers, who can of course

be found, would obviously go for more valuable objects in terms of

the antiquities market. Incantation bowls do not belong to this cat-

egory. The bowl in question was purchased as part of a large lot,

without either seller or buyer being aware of any special significance

that it possessed. The script and language, as well as the ink, con-

form well to the style of the other bowls of the same provenance.

The name A˙a as well as his father’s name, Huna, are both fairly

common in Jewish Babylonia of the Talmudic period. It is not unlikely

that there may have been more than one person with this name

and patronymic. One such person can indeed be recalled. In the
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chronicle of events contained in the Epistle of Rav Sherira Gaon 

(fl. 906–1006 ce) we read of a sage, Rav A˙ai son of Rav Huna, who

died on Sunday, 4 Adar, 816 Sel., which corresponds to 505 ce.60

The slight difference between the name of this person and the one

on our bowl is not very significant: A˙ai is a hypocoristicon of A˙a,

and the variation between them may have been common. The lat-

ter date is slightly more likely, as we have now two dated bowls

within the sixth century ce, but this does not necessarily impose a

sixth-century dating on all Babylonian bowls. The possibility that

there were other father-and-son sequences with the same popular

names, Huna and A˙a, cannot be excluded. But the fact that both

father and son were members of the rabbinical establishment, as evi-

denced by their titles, must somewhat narrow down the possibilities.

We may conclude that in all probability the bowl was written at the

time of one of the two historical persons: Rav A˙a bar Rav Huna of

the fourth century, or Rav A˙ai bar Rav Huna of the sixth century.

There is another bowl with an inscription that seems to be writ-

ten by the same quite distinctive handwriting as the one mentioning

Rav A˙a bar Rav Huna:

IX. MS 2053/125

1 By your name I act. May this seal be for healing to the house

of Simru Khusro and of . . . Farrokhdad son of Dukhtbeh and of

Tilula (?)

2 daughter of Midia, his wife. And may he be sealed from all

demons and dèvs and afflictions and satans and from all spirits

and from61 all mysteries and all

3 the *limbs62 of his (?) body. May this house be bound and sealed

by seven bonds and by eight seals. By the name of

4 ’npr the prince, of ßrh pßy rz ’˙y† rz ’dm zmn qdwm zdwn
’yprst

5 rmrst mhydwst ’tydwst. “And so you shall draw water with

joy from the springs of deliverance” (Is. 12:3). Amen, Amen,

Selah. True.

60 Rav Sherira Gaon, Epistle, p. 89.
61 For wmd read wmn.
62 For ywmy read hdmy.
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We have seen that the confessional boundaries between Jews and

members of other religions were not very rigidly observed in so far

as the use of magical material was concerned. Non-Jews often availed

themeselves of the magical materials that originated in the Jewish

milieu in the same geographic area, and Jews, for their part, bor-

rowed magical themes from their neighbours. When we are talking

of “magical themes” or “magical materials” the reference is to mate-

rials that were often used in a magical context, although they were

also part of the culture in general. One can hardly assume that there

were themes that were considered suitable for use only in magical

situations, or that were never referred to in other circumstances.

The sharing of materials between Jews and other communities of

Late Antiquity is one aspect of the magic phenomenon. Another

aspect that is important to emphasize is the fact that Jews seem to

have been regarded as expert amulet-writers, and that non-Jews must

have often turned to them when they wanted amuletic texts. The

Jewish practitioners, for their part, felt no inhibitions about using

the most intimate Jewish materials in texts that were prepared for

use by members of other religious groups. Among the most power-

ful magical weapons in their arsenal were such devices as recount-

ing significant incidents from the lives of some of the ancient Jewish

sages, quoting biblical and liturgical texts in Hebrew and Aramaic,

and alluding to midrashic materials that circulated, one imagines,

orally within the community.

Appendix

I. MS 1929/6

htlkbmw htylylw ywydw ydyç ˆymytjw ˆyrysa 1

ˆydh ˆm ˆwjyzytd htpwqtçyaw ardynw atfwlw htrksw yçrjw 2

μwçb hyttya amm tb ˚wdrpd htryd ˆmw htbçtb rb bydad hytyb 3

twafj
lçw μyçdwj yçar yry[ç rwbyxh twafj ˆh wlyaw dyjyhw rwbyxh 4

ˆtfyjç twd[wm
[bra l[ t[wnt]m [bra ˆw[f ˆmdw ˆwpx trç ylkb ˆmd lwbyqw ˆwpxb 5

wynpw çbkb hl[ dx hzyak twnrq
tybr[m [tynwpx ty]nwpx tyjrzm tyjrzm tymwrd ˆrql wl ab bbwsl 6

hyh μdh y[ryç] tymwrd tybr[m
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lkb hnwhk] yrkzl ˆy[lqh ˆm ynpl ˆylkan ymwrd dwsy la ˚ypwç 7

twxj d[ hl[ylw] μwy lk[am

II. MS 2053/170

. . . [hym]ç ˆm htwsa . . . 1

. . . ynydw . . . . . . ttsyg . . . 2

. . . yal . . . ˆwt . . . . . . dw ytswd . . . . a . . . . . . 3

lwbyq[w ˆw]pxb ht[fyjç] μyçdq yçdq hlw[h μwçb hyttya a . . . 4

trç [ylkb hmd]

[jwt]nw fçph [h]nw[[fw] [bra ˆahç tw<n>tm ytç ˆw[f hmdw ˆwpxb 5

hls ˆyma . . . [μyçal] lylkw
hywllh 6

IIa. Moussaieff Collection 10863

'̊çdq μçl twdwhl μywgh ˆm wnylyxhw wnyxbqw wnyhla hwhy wny[yçwh 1

˚ytlyhtb jbtçhl
rb bydad hytyb ˆydh ˆm ynfsw yfwysw ywydw ydyç rsyml h[ymq 2

[. . .] ˆm htbçtb
rjbh ˚b hwhy r[gy ˆfsh ˚b hwhy r[gy ˆfsh la hwhy rmayw μwçb 3

μylçwryb
hwhy ˚wrb ˆma ˆma μlw[l hwhy ˚wrb çam lxwm dwa hz awlh 4

hywllh ˆma μ[h lk rmaw μwl[h d[w μlw[h ˆm larçy yhla 5

wdbl twalpn hçw[ larçy yhwla μyhla hwhy ˚wrb 6

ta wdwbk almyw μlw[l wdwbk μç ˚wrbw 7

μlw[l hwhy dwbk yhy ˆma ˆma ≈rah lk 8

wyç[mb hwhy jmçy 9

63 This text was edited by Dan Levene (Levene, 2003: 71–72). It is only given
here for comparison with the other texts.
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Translation

1 “Save us, O Lord our God, and gather us together, and deliver

us from the nations, that we may give thanks to thy holy name

and glory in thy praise” (1Chr 16:35, conflated with Ps 106:47 ).

2 An amulet for binding demons, dèvs, frights and satans away from

this house of Adib son of Bat-Shabbeta, from . . .

3 By the name of: “And the Lord said unto Satan, The Lord rebuke

you, O Satan, even the Lord that has chosen Jerusalem rebuke

you.

4 Is this not a brand plucked out of the fire?” (Zach 3:2). “Blessed

be the Lord for ever, Amen and Amen” (Ps 89:53). “Blessed be

the Lord

5 God of Israel from everlasting to everlasting, and let all the peo-

ple say, Amen, Hallelujah” (Ps 106:48).

6 “Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel, who only does won-

drous things.

7 And blessed be his glorious name for ever, and let the whole

earth be filled

8 with his glory, Amen and Amen” (Ps 72:18–19). “The glory of

the Lord shall endure for ever,

9 the Lord shall rejoice in his works” (Ps 104:31).

III. MS 1927/2

layrdh hr[sb ynt lakym dymrdnypxya tb ˚wdhm[l] hyty yn[ layn[ 1

l[ ˚wyz πyfa laywyz atmjr hty çybla laymrk ardh hty çybla
dymrdnypxya tb ˚wdhm

ˆwta latnq lanq latrz larzwpy[ twabx hwhy çwjy . . . a çwjy yjw 2

hdsyj yhwl[ ˆybhyw açnyad yhwpa trwx l[ ˆnmmyd ˆyçydq ˆykalm
hynw[f ˆwta ymjrw

[mtçytw rmyt hzjmw hzj lk ypab dymrdnypxya tb ˚wdhml hdsyj 3

hamwf hfls apswr μwçb tyxtytw y[tçytw bsytw lwaçyt ykzytw ˆwdyt
ynzrwbdw amm tb ˚wdznçwgdw ymam tb ˚wdrymd . . . çpnyml adbw[ ˆydh 4

˚wdznçwg ynb adb[w anybzdw ˚wdrym ynb ytswbw ddznçwgw
bwf lkçw ˆj axmw rman yfwql lawmn . . . ˆ . . . ˆw[rpy ald ˆwhyny[w 5

layprz hyl algyd azr awh ˆyd μdaw μyhla yny[b
am[ w[bw ynysd arwfl qyls dk ayzr lk ˆya . . . . . . hçml μynph rs 6

wrma atmjrb hyny[ lkynd larçy tybd
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ançpn tqjçyd ˚tw[b dyb[nw ˚l ˆsjnw ˆym[j]rb wlky μrm[ rb hyl 7

tb 64anjwrw ˚çpn tb
dymrdnypxya tb ˆwylyjl hdsyj lwmg hkalm layprz htna πaw ˚wyz 8

hzjmw hzj lk ypab
bfl hyl[ ˚yphyl ajyçd argçd djw ajyçd dj ˆyzr ˆyrt μwçb 9

h[bra μwçbw çybl alw bfl hyl[ ˚yphyl argçdw çybl alw 10

h[yqrd htwglp [l[] ˆymyqd ˆyzr 11

Written on the margin near the rim in two groups, each one consisting of two

lines. Each group is here given, for the sake of clarity, as one line, and the lim-

its of the lines in each group are marked by a vertical stroke:

˚wdrym ynb ytswbw | ddznçwgw 65ynzrwb 12

˚wdznçwg ynb adb[w anybzw | amm tb ˚wdznçwgw 13

IV. MS 1927/8

hçydq hçw[ yna ˚mçl 1

tb ˚wdhml hl ywhyt hymç ˆm atwsa hbr 2

ˆyqyzmw ˆyqyz lwk ˆm ˆyjwr lk ˆm rfntyw ystytw ˚wdnwyn 3

ˆydqpmd slym lfym lapr hyklm yklm ˚lm hy μwçb aml[b tyad 4

tjm l[ ˆwnya
ajwr yrygya ˆyb abkçd ajwrw yrbq ˆb abkçd ajwr atçyb atjwr 5

hçarb hrgpb abkçd
ajwrw ˚wdnwyn tb ˚wdhmd hny[d yhwlglyg tybbw hndwab h[dyxb 6

tb atqwrb tb qwrb tb gga hmçyd
atrgjm ykl ˆrq atryw[ atyrfm atymsm h[r ˆy[ tb ˆwmn tb rwqn 7

ykl ˆrq ytpwpç ykl ˆrq atynbrg ykl ˆrq
aswd ˆb anynj ybr[b hyb [gp yd] atçyb ajwr ytna ykl[ hnymwm 8

ay{h}hhb hyb [gpyd atçyb ajwrl aswd ˆyb anynj ybr hl rmaw
harq at[ç

an[bçm bwtw hnymwm bwtw r[y wtyj lk . . . ˚çwj tyçt bytk yd 9

tb ˚wdhml hl ˆywhyt alw ˆylzyt ald atçyb ajwr ytna ykl[
al ˚wdnwyn

hrgpb tpdrw tlza μad ammydw hylyld atwx alw hylyld atwx 10

tb ˚wdhmd hny[d yhwlglyg tybbw hmfab hndwab h[dyxb hçyarb
[atçyb ajwr y]tna ˚wdnwyn

64 This seems the only possible reading. One might have expected wzywn’.
65 The two lines 12–13 are written near the rim, apparently without relationship

to the main inscription.
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ˆykrk wrbtya[d hmk ykyty ˆwmrjyw ykyty ˆwrbtyw ykyty ˆwtmçy] 11

hwhy hyhyd hymçb lakymw lapr larwn ˆwhyl[ wrdtçad ˆypyqt
hwhy wmç hwhy hmjlm çya{w}

˚wlm[y hwhy ˚l]m hwhy [˚lm hwhy hmjlm rwbyg hwhy rwbygw zwzy[] 12

. . . qçlq . . . [ˆ]wqsp ˆwqsp ˆwmfm wrwmçs qwtça çah d[w μ[lw[l]

. . . tyjtyj tyjtyj qçlq qçlq | lgyrfa lgyrfa ˆwm[fm] . . . 14

≈ygb rp[ μa tyj tyj 15

V. Schøyen Collection, MS 1927/9

˚wdhml hl ywhyt hymç ˆm atwsa 1

ayçn ˆm ˆynb absnd atynbwkç tybwkç ˚wdnwyn tb 2

tb ˚wdhm ˆm ykyrwks atylyl tsf tb ˆwhyblj ˆm aytçw ˆwhty aylqw 3

yklybç anç ykmdyb hyty ˆyçwlt alw hblj ˆm ˆytçyt alw ˚wdnwyn 4

hamdq adyç ynçd hmk
ykyty ymrya ynçt al μa yklybç dywd rb aklm hmlç ymwyb awhd 5

ayydyç ˆmdwd rta abwg bxjd ˆyxjl
albyq wlybq ˆmdwd ayydyç wkwmst wqzjta ˆwskwy ˆwskwy μwçb ˆwhlwk 6

tb ˚wdhmd h[m ˆm atçyb ajwr ty wbsw ˆnd
abty hljb atybr atyrwg tb trwxw hpa ˆm ykpa trwxw ad ˚wdnwyn 7

atylyl tsf tb πa aqsm arkyd asndwaw adyç ymq tyqlyp
yryfpyaw yqyltsyaw ypwljw ydryfaw yrwqy[w yqwpw yrw[g y[zw yhz 8

ˆm h . . . ç ˆm htryd ˆm htyb ˆm ˚wdnwyn tb ˚wdhm ˆm yrwqy[w
ˆm hnyn

hmwy ˆm hymç ymjrb ystytw htmwq ymdh atyçw ˆytyç ˆm hdkyn 9

˚wdh]m hmtjmyw hmytj hls ˆma ˆma byrq ˆmzbw hlg[b μl[lw ˆd
˚wdnwyn [tb

ˆçyb ˆyrmwj ˆm ˆyrwyry ˆm ˆybfl ˆm ˆyrktp lk ˆm çyb [μ[dy]m ˆm 10

lygy lyg dbkynhw lwdgh wmç hywhy hywhy ˆwda μwçb ˆyndyz ˆyjwr ˆm
[. . .] hysnwdy

wmç yyy hy hy hy hy hy hy rd rdl yrkz hzw μl[l ymç hz . . . 11

. . . ˚ynjyw . . . a trmaw μl[l . . . ˚rwbm

VI. MS 2053/183

ˆydyçw ˆybflw ˆy[gpw atçyb ajwr ytna ykl[ hn[bçmw ykyl anymwm 14

hbr qwhy qwhyd hymçb ˆyrwhrhw ˆylanw ˆyrktpyw ˆw[fw ˆydwry
ˆwd[tw ˆwpljtytw ˆwjznytw ˆwjzytd πwsd hmy l[ hytbkrm qjd yd 15

ayrqtymd tja tb dyhnrhym ˆm hnym ˆw . . . tw ˆwlfbtytw (!) ˆwqpymw
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ˆyrtw ˆyçmj ˆtm ˆm hl tyad ˆymdh ˆyrtw ˆyçmj ˆytm ˆm swfwk
ymdh atyçw ˆytam ˆm hl tyad ˆymdh

μwçb byrq ˆmzbw hlg[b μl[lw ˆd hmwy ˆm hymç ˆm ystytw htmwq 16

açynw μr ysyk l[ rawpmw çdwqm tabx hwhy hbr hy

VII. MS 1928/49

. . . amtj . . . 1

hyrxym . . . . . . [h[]bra ˆm ynfsw y[gpw ywydw yd[yç] . . . 2

arxymw yrkwd rb yda . . . atyrbd arxymb htywz ynmtbw 3

brd atyb an[rjwa arxymw] . . . . . . çarb rb ybard atyb anrjwa 4

aja
ˆydh μytj yd . . . . . . ff anrjwa arxymw anwh br rb 5

ˆyd ˆm yda . . . atmyrpna μwçb atyb 6

ˆrja ˆyd[h] . . . [t]srmr tsrpya 7

. . . aw 8

VIII. MS 2053/125

wrswk wrmysd atybl wsal yhy amtj ˆydh {h} hçw[ yna ˚mçl 1

alwlytdw hybtkwd rb ddkwrp . . . . . mdw
yjwr lk ˆmw ynfsw y[gpw ywydw ydyç lk ˆm μtjtyw hyttnya hydym tb 2

lkw yzar lk (!) dmw
ˆymtj aynmtybw ˆyrsya h[bçb atyb ˆydh μytjw rysa atmq ymwy 3

μwçb
tsrpya ˆwdz μwdq ˆmz μda zr fyja zr yxp hrxd hrsya rpna 4

μym μtb<a>çw tswdyta tswdyhm tsrmr 5

ˆma h[wçyh yny[mm ˆwççb 6

hryrç hls ˆma 7
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